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SOLUTIONS BRIEF: MOBILE COMPATIBILITY SERVICES 
IMPROVED APP PERFORMANCE FOR GREATER END USER SATISFACTION

Mobile gaming has grown exponentially in recent years and was estimated to be worth some $68.5bn globally 
at the end of 2019. 

As technology evolves, producing robust applications for iOS or Android devices that meet customer expectations 
continues to be a challenge for developers.

If an app has not been tested on multiple platforms and different models of those platforms, problems may 
emerge when it is released to an app store. In the worst cases, a lack of compatibility testing can affect functional 
capabilities.

However, by performing compatibility testing, developers can verify the business and user capabilities of 
the mobile application, to help deliver an optimal user experience. At Keywords Studios, we understand the 
challenges of ensuring mobile compatibility for your apps and can help reduce common risks. 

Our compatibility offering is built on a detailed test plan that is continuously honed by our specialist teams to 
align with latest industry trends and evolving client requirements.  It is also fully flexible enough to add or remove 
test cases according to the client’s needs. 

This curated approach helps ensure that all devices tested in a compatibility test pass meet our expected quality 
levels.

Detailed progression – mobile compatibility test cases:

Our mobile compatibility testing favours a modular approach built for flexibility. It starts with a core device 
functionality checklist that covers the basics of successfully installing, running and interacting with an app on 
smartphones and tablets. We then add further in-depth testing of platform features according the scope and 
needs of the application. 
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Keywords mobile compatibility services can provide you with:
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With studios around the world, Keywords Studios is a leading technical services provider for  
global video games and beyond. With locations in Asia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios  
has a breadth and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio, 
Functionality QA, Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms,  
in more than 50 different languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for its clients across the globe.

Can your studio ensure compatibility across mobile devices?
To help address this question, it’s important to consider: 
• Do you have the required testing resource capacity?
• Do you have enough mobile device hardware to accommodate testing?
• Can your network infrastructure support large-scale testing?
• Do you have the experience to create test plans and diagnose platform issues?

Keywords mobile compatibility testing experience:

MOBILE COMPATIBILITY OFFERS BENEFIT DELIVERED TO YOU

Platform experience
Rigorous compatibility testing can help ensure the functional 
capabilities of the application by leveraging the feedback attained 
via testing.

Scalability & flexibility
You can add or remove text cases according to your needs. 
This helps ensure that all devices tested for compatibility meet 
expected quality levels while removing the ‘stop-and-go’ process. 

Large hardware inventory
A risk-mitigation approach to mobile fragmentation ensures that 
any issues your users encounter are reported early and accurately, 
while also saving you on costs associated with hardware.

Combined Services
FQA and compatibility can be tested by the same team in the 
same location as part of the same test pass, reducing your 
engagements with multiple service providers.

Mobile Compatibility services from Keywords Studios can help you save on personnel and hardware costs 
as well as delays associated with potential failures on Android and iOS devices. We offer a wealth of 
knowledge and scale, giving you peace of mind for the quality of your title and project deadlines. 

Are you looking for reliable, scalable compatibility solutions for your mobile app? 
Enter your details on our website to get a proposal.
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